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Abstract

Social media websites, electronic newspapers and Internet forums allow visitors to leave comments for others to read and interact.

This exchange is not free from participants with malicious intentions, who troll others by positing messages that are intended to

be provocative, offensive, or menacing. With the goal of facilitating the computational modeling of trolling, we propose a trolling

categorization that is novel in the sense that it allows comment-based analysis from both the trolls’ and the responders’ perspectives,

characterizing these two perspectives using four aspects, namely, the troll’s intention and his intention disclosure, as well as the

responder’s interpretation of the troll’s intention and her response strategy. Using this categorization, we annotate and release a dataset

containing excerpts of Reddit conversations involving suspected trolls and their interactions with other users. For the final version of the

paper, we plan to identify the difficult-to-classify cases in our corpus and suggest potential solutions for them.
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1. Introduction

In contrast to traditional content distribution channels like

television, radio and newspapers, Internet opened the door

for direct interaction between the content creator and its

audience. Young people are now gaining more frequent

access to online, networked media. Although most of the

time, their Internet use is harmless, there are some risks as-

sociated with these online activities, such as the use of so-

cial networking sites (e.g., Twitter, Facebook, Reddit). The

anonymity and freedom provided by social networks makes

them vulnerable to threatening situations on the Web, such

as trolling.

Trolling is “the activity of posting messages via a com-

munications network that are intended to be provocative,

offensive or menacing” (Bishop, 2013). People who post

such comments are known as trolls. According to Hardaker

(2010), a troll’s “real intention(s) is/are to cause disruption

and/or trigger or exacerbate conflict for the purpose of their

own amusement”. Worse still, the troll’s comments may

have a negative psychological impact on his target/victim

and possibly others who participated in the same conver-

sation. It is therefore imperative to identify such com-

ments and perhaps even terminate the conversation before

it evolves into something psychologically disruptive for the

participants. Monitoring conversations is a labor-intensive

task: it can potentially place a severe burden on the moder-

ators, and it may not be an effective solution when traffic is

heavy. This calls for the need to develop automatic methods

for identifying malicious comments, which we will refer to

as trolling attempts.

In fact, there have recently been some attempts to automat-

ically identify comments containing cyberbullying (e.g.,

Van Hee et al. (2015)), which corresponds to the most se-

vere cases of trolling (Bishop, 2013). However, we believe

that it is important not only to identify trolling attempts, but

also comments that could have a negative psychological im-

pact on their recipients. As an example, consider the situa-

tion where a commenter posts a comment with the goal of

amusing others. However, it is conceivable that not every-

body would be aware of these playful intentions, and these

people may disagree or dislike the mocking comments and

take them as inappropriate, prompting a negative reaction

or psychological impact on themselves.

In light of this discussion, we believe that there is a need to

identify not only the trolling attempts, but also comments

that could have a negative psychological impact on its re-

ceipts. To this end, we seek to achieve the following goals

in this paper. First, we propose a comprehensive categoriza-

tion of trolling that allows us to model not only the troll’s

intention given his trolling attempt, but also the recipients’

perception of the troll’s intention and subsequently their re-

action to the trolling attempt. This categorization gives rise

to very interesting problems in pragmatics that involve the

computational modeling of intentions, perceived intentions,

and reactions to perceived intentions. Second, we create

a new annotated resource for computational modeling of

trolling. Each instance in this resource corresponds to a

suspected trolling attempt taken from a Reddit conversa-

tion, it’s surrounding context, and its immediate responses

and will be manually coded with information such as the

troll’s intention and the recipients’ reactions using our pro-

posed categorization of trolling. For the final version of the

paper, we plan to identify the instances that are difficult to

classify with the help of a classifier trained with features

taken from the state of the art and present an analysis of

these instances.

To our knowledge, our annotated resource is the first one

of its sort that allows computational modeling on both the

troll’s side and the recipients’ side. By making it publicly

available, we hope to stimulate further research on this task.

We believe that it will be valuable to any researcher who is

interested in the computational modeling of trolling.

2. Related Work

In this section, we discuss related work in the areas of

trolling, bullying, abusive language detection and polite-
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ness, as they partially address the problem presented in this

work.

In the realm of psychology, Bishop (2013; 2014) elaborate

a deep description of a troll’s personality, motivations, ef-

fects on the community that trolls interfere in and the crim-

inal and psychological aspects of trolls. Their main focus

are flaming (trolls), and hostile and aggressive interactions

between users (O’sullivan and Flanagin, 2003).

On the computational side, Mihaylov et al. (2015b; 2015a;

2016) address the problem of identifying opinion manipula-

tion trolls, including paid trolls in news community forums.

Not only do they focus solely on troll identification, but the

major difference with this work is that all their predictions

are based on non-linguistic information such as number of

votes, dates, number of comments and so on. In a networks

related framework, Kumar et al. (2014) and Guha et al.

(2004) present a methodology to identify malicious individ-

uals in a network based solely on the network’s properties

rather than on the textual content of comments. Cambria

et al. (2010) propose a method that involves NLP compo-

nents, but fail to provide an evaluation of their system.

There is extensive work on detecting offensive and abusive

language in social media (Nobata et al., 2016; Xiang et al.,

2012). There are two clear differences between their work

and ours. One is that trolling is concerned about not only

abusive language but also a much larger range of language

styles and addresses the intentions and interpretations of the

commenters, which goes beyond the linguistic dimension.

The other is that we are additionally interested in the reac-

tions to trolling attempts, real or perceived, because we ar-

gued that this is a phenomenon that occurs in pairs through

the interaction of at least two individuals, which is different

from abusive language detection. Also, Xu et al. (2012a;

2012b; 2013) address bullying traces. Bullying traces are

self-reported events of individuals describing being part of

bullying events, but we believe that the real impact of com-

putational trolling research is not on analyzing retrospective

incidents, but on analyzing real-time conversations. Chen

et al. (2012) use lexical and semantic features to determine

sentence offensiveness levels to identify cyberbullying, of-

fensive or abusive comments on Youtube. On Youtube as

well, Dinakar et al. (2012) identified sensitive topics for

cyberbullying. Dadvar et al. (2014) used expert systems to

classify between bullying and no bullying in posts. Van Hee

et al. (2015) predict fine-grained categories for cyberbully-

ing, distinguishing between insults and threats and identi-

fied user roles in the exchanges. Finally, Hardaker (2010)

argues that trolling cannot be studied using established po-

liteness research categories.

3. Trolling Categorization

In this section, we describe our proposal of a comprehen-

sive trolling categorization. While there have been attempts

in the realm of psychology to provide a working defini-

tion of trolling (e.g., Hardaker (2010), Bishop (2014)), their

focus is mostly on modeling the troll’s behavior. For in-

stance, Bishop (2014) constructed a “trolling magnitude”

scale focused on the severity of abuse and misuse of inter-

net mediated communications. Bishop (2013) also catego-

rized trolls based on psychological characteristics focused

on pathologies and possible criminal behaviors. In con-

trast, our trolling categorization seeks to model not only

the troll’s behavior but also the impact on the recipients, as

described below.

Since one of our goals is to identify trolling events, our

datasets will be composed of suspected trolling attempts

(i.e., comments that are suspected to be trolling attempts).

In other words, some of these suspected trolling attempts

will be real trolling attempts, and some of them won’t. So,

if a suspected trolling attempt is in fact not a trolling at-

tempt, then its author will not be a troll.

To cover both the troll and the recipients, we define a (sus-

pected trolling attempt, responses) pair as the basic unit that

we consider for the study of trolling, where “responses” are

all the direct responses to the suspected trolling attempt.

We characterize a (suspected trolling attempt, responses)

pair using four aspects. Two aspects describe the trolling

attempt: (1) Intention (I) (what is its author’s purpose?),

and (2) Intention Disclosure (D) (is its author trying to

deceive its readers by hiding his real (i.e., malicious) inten-

tions?). The remaining two aspects are defined on each of

the (direct) responses to the trolling attempt: (1) Intention

Interpretation (R) (what is the responder’s perception of

the troll’s intention?), and (2) the Response strategy (B)

(what is the responder’s reaction?). Two points deserve

mention. First, R can be different from I due to misun-

derstanding and the fact that the troll may be trying to hide

his intention. Second, B is influenced by R, and the respon-

der’s comment can itself be a trolling attempt. We believe

that these four aspects constitute interesting, under-studied

tasks. The possible values of each aspect are described in

Table 1.

For a given (suspected trolling attempt, responses) pair, not

all of the 189 (= 3×3×3×7) combinations of values of the

four aspects are possible. There are logical constraints that

limit plausible combinations: a) Trolling or Playing Inten-

tions (I) must have Hidden or Exposed Intention Disclo-

sure (D), b) Normal intentions (I) can only have None

Intention disclosure (D) and c) Trolling or Playing inter-

pretation (R) cannot have Normal response strategy (B).

3.1. Conversation Excerpts

To enable the reader to better understand this categoriza-

tion, we present an example excerpt taken from the original

(Reddit) conversations. The first comment on the excerpt,

generated by author C0, is given as a minimal piece of con-

text. The second comment, written by the author C1 in

italics, is the suspected trolling attempt. The rest of the

comments comprise all direct responses to the suspected

trolling comment.

C0: Please post a video of your dog doing this. The way

I’m imagining this is adorable.

C1: I hope the dog gets run over by a truck on the way out

of the childrens playground.

C2: If you’re going to troll, can you at least try to be a bit

more convincing?

C0: Haha I hope the cancer kills you.

In this example, we observe that C0’s first comment is mak-

ing a polite request. In return, C1 made a mean spirited

comment whose intention is to disrupt and possibly hurt
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Class Description Size %

Intention (I)

Trolling The comment is malicious in nature, aims to disrupt, annoy, offend, harm or spread purposely

false information

53.6% (537)

Mock Trolling

or Playing

The comment is playful, joking, teasing or mocking others without the malicious intentions as

in the Trolling class

8.9% (89)

No Trolling A simple comment without malicious or playful intentions. 37.7% (375)

Intention Disclosure (D)

Exposed A troll, clearly exposing its malicious or playful intentions 34.7% (347)

Hidden A troll hiding its real malicious or playful intentions 11.5% (115)

None The comment’s author is not a troll, therefore there are no hidden nor exposed malicious or

playful intentions

53.8% (539)

Intentions Interpretation (R)

Trolling The responder believes that the suspected troll is being malicious, annoying, offensive, harmful

or attempts to spread false information

59.7% (785)

Mock Trolling

or Playing

The responder believes that the suspected troll is being playful, joking, teasing or mocking with-

out the malicious intentions

5.3% (70)

No Trolling The responder believes that the suspected comment has no malicious intentions nor is playful, it

is a simple comment.

35.0% (461)

Response Strategy (B)

Engage Fall in the perceived provocation, showing an emotional response, upset or annoyed 26.9% (354)

Praise Acknowledge the perceived malicious or playful intentions and positively recognize the troll’s

ingenuity or ability

3.0% (39)

Troll Acknowledge the perceived malicious and counter attack with a trolling attempt 24.0% (316)

Follow Acknowledge the perceived malicious or playful intention and play along with the troll, further

trolling

3.0% (39)

Frustrate Acknowledges the perceived malicious or playful intentions and attempt to criticize or minimize

them

13.0% (171)

Neutralize Acknowledges the perceived malicious or playful intentions and give no importance to them 9.5% (125)

Normal There is no perception or interpretation of a trolling attempt and the response is a standard

comment

20.7% (272)

Table 1: Classes for trolling aspects: Intention, Intention Disclosure, Intention Interpretation and Response Strategy. Size

refers to the percentage per class, in parenthesis is the total number of instances in the dataset.

C0. Also, C1’s comment is not subtle at all, so his inten-

tion is clearly disclosed. As for C2, she is clearly acknowl-

edging C1’s trolling intention and her response strategy is

frustrate. Now, in C0’s second comment, we observe that

his interpretation is clear: he believes that C1 is trolling and

the negative effect is so tangible that his response strategy is

to troll back or counter-troll by replying with a comparable

mean comment.

4. Corpus and Annotation

Reddit1 is popular website that allows registered users

(without identity verification) to participate in fora grouped

by topic or interest. Participation consists of posting sto-

ries that can be seen by other users, voting stories and com-

ments, and comments in the story’s comment section, in the

form of a forum. The forums are arranged in the form of

a tree, allowing nested conversations, where the replies to

a comment are its direct responses. We collected all com-

ments in the stories’ conversation in Reddit that were posted

in August 2015. Since it is infeasible to manually anno-

tate all of the comments, we process this dataset with the

goal of extracting threads that involve suspected trolling at-

tempts and the direct responses to them. To do so, we used

Lucene2 to create an inverted index from the comments.

Given that trolling comments have malicious intentions, we

1https://www.reddit.com/
2https://lucene.apache.org/

queried the inverted index for comments containing one or

more of the following six categories of words: (1) the word

“troll” as well as words having an edit distance of 1 from

it; (2) the list of highly offensive words identified by Nitta

et al. (2013); (3) the list of impoliteness cues identified

by Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al. (2013); (4) the list of

words having a negative prior polarity according to Wil-

son et al.’s (2005) prior polarity lexicon; (5) 1061 swear

words and short phrases collected from the internet, blogs,

and forums; and (6) words that appear in the same Word-

Net synset as “anger”. While it is certainly not the case that

all trolling comments contain words belonging to one of

these categories, we believe such comments would be rea-

sonable candidates of real trolling attempts as our wordlists

cover a broad range of strong and weak indicators of mal-

ice. This search produced a dataset in which 44.3% of the

comments are real trolling attempts. Moreover, it is pos-

sible for commenters to believe that they are witnessing a

trolling attempt and respond accordingly even where there

is none due to misunderstanding. Therefore, the inclusion

of comments that do not involve trolling would allow us to

learn what triggers a user’s interpretation of trolling when it

is not present and what kind of response strategies are used.

For each retrieved comment, we reconstructed the original

conversation tree it appears in, from the original post (i.e.,

the root) to the leaves, so that its parent and children can
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be recovered3. We consider a comment in our dataset a

suspected trolling attempt if at least one of its immediate

children contains the word troll. For annotation purposes,

we created snippets of conversations exactly like the ones

shown in our example, which consists of the parent of the

suspected trolling attempt, the suspected trolling attempt,

and all of the direct responses to the suspected trolling at-

tempt.

We had two human annotators who were trained on snippets

(i.e., (suspected trolling attempt, responses) pairs) taken

from 200 conversations and were allowed to discuss their

findings. After this training stage, we asked them to in-

dependently label the four aspects for each snippet. We

recognize that this limited amount of information is not al-

ways sufficient to recover the four aspects, so we give the

annotators the option to discard instances for which they

couldn’t determine the labels confidently. The final anno-

tated dataset consists of 1000 conversations composed of

6833 sentences and 88047 tokens. The distribution over the

classes per trolling aspect is shown in Table 2 in the column

“Size”.

On the 100 doubly-annotated snippets, we obtained sub-

stantial inter-annotator agreement according to Cohen’s

kappa statistic (Cohen, 1968) for each of the four aspects:

Intention: 0.788, Intention Disclosure: 0.780, Interpreta-

tion: 0.797 and Response 0.776. In the end, the annotators

discussed their discrepancies and managed to resolve all of

them.

5. Trolling Attempt Prediction

In this section, we present preliminary results on predicting

the four aspects of our task.

5.1. Feature Sets

In our preliminary experiments, we experiment with two

feature sets. We plan to conduct experiments with addi-

tional features in the final version of the paper.

N-gram features. We encode each lemmatized and un-

lemmatized unigram and bigram collected from the train-

ing comments as a binary feature. In a similar manner, we

include the unigram and bigram along with their POS tag

as in Xu et al. (2012a). To extract these features we used

Stanford CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014).

GloVe Embeddings (glv). Word embeddings were created

to overcome certain problems with the bag of words (BOW)

representation, like sparsity, and weight in correlations of

semantically similar words. For this reason, and following

Nobota et al. (Nobata et al., 2016), we create a distributed

representation of the comments by averaging the word vec-

tor of each lowercase token in the comment found in the

Twitter corpus pre-trained GloVe vectors (Pennington et al.,

2014). The resulting comment vector representation is a

200 dimensional array that is concatenated with the exist-

ing BOW.

3We removed the comments whose text had been deleted

5.2. Preliminary Results

Using the features described in the previous subsection, we

train four independent classifiers using logistic regression4,

one per each of the four prediction tasks. All the results

are obtained using 5-fold cross-validation experiments. In

each fold experiment, we use three folds for training, one

fold for development, and one fold for testing. All learning

parameters are set to their default values except for the reg-

ularization parameter, which we tuned on the development

set.

Results of the four tasks are shown in Table 2. In each

task, we show the F-score on each of its classes in each

row as well as the accuracy (the percentage of instances

correctly predicted). The last row of the table shows the

total accuracy obtained by averaging the accuracies over

the four tasks.

The column mfc shows the results of the frequent class

baseline, where the classifier always predicts an instance

as belonging to the most frequent class. The percentage

of instances belonging to each class can be seen in the last

column (Size). As we can see, the mfc baseline achieves an

overall accuracy of 52.5.

The next two columns show the results of classifiers trained

on exactly one of the two feature groups described in the

previous subsection. To get an idea of how strong the mfc

baseline is, we can compare it with the classifier trained us-

ing only n-gram features (ngr). As we can see, the majority

baseline is as strong as ngr w.r.t. overall accuracy (52.5).

Nevertheless, ngr is a lot more interesting: it makes pre-

dictions on a variety of classes. glv outperforms ngr statis-

tically significantly w.r.t. accuracy on all but Interpretation

(paired t-tests, p < 0.05). On all but the Response Strategy

tasks, glv performs better on the most frequent class than

ngr but worse on the second most frequent class.

6. Error Analysis

In order to provide directions for future work, we plan to

analyze the errors made by the classifiers on the four pre-

diction tasks in the final version of the paper.

7. Conclusion

We presented a new view on the computational modeling

of trolling in Internet fora where we proposed a compre-

hensive categorization of trolling attempts that for the first

time considers trolling from not only the troll’s perspective

but also the responders’ perspectives. Perhaps most impor-

tantly, we create an annotated dataset that we believe is the

first of its sort. We intend to make publicly available with

the hope of stimulating research on trolling.
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